Oh Canada, we stand on guard for thee...

PSY-OP

Most people have no idea
how money is created nor by whom.
We do not learn anything about it
from our public education or mainstream media.

TERROR

What IS Money?

This pledge becomes “money”
when the borrower gives it to the bank
and the bank lends it back to the borrower at interest!
What this means is that
if there were no debt, there would be no money.
And, because the money to pay the interest is NOT created,
there is always
more money owed than there is in existence.
This means we must go
further and further into debt to banks.
FOREVER.

Do you see the game?

canadianactionparty.ca
Ask your candidate:
Are you aware that instead of paying interest
on a mounting debt to private banks,
Canada could be financing its own needs
interest-free through the Bank of Canada?
Ask your CAP candidate:
about the DVD “Money as Debt”
the 47-minute animated cartoon that makes
understanding our amazing debt money system
not just easy but deeply fascinating.
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How real are the differences
between the mainstream parties?

Most of our Money is created by banks.
Whenever an individual, corporation or government
signs for a loan, the pledge of debt signed by the borrower
is the “backing” of the money created.

“Canada is a Northern Welfare state
in the worst sense of the term,
North American Union?
and very proud of it.”
Free Nonsense.
Vive
Trade!!!
L’ Amero
As long
as it’s
Green

9/11 changed everything.
We are rapidly being absorbed into a US-dominated
“Fortress America” while Canadian troops are
used abroad to further the imperial interests of
the world’s most voracious military-industrial complex.
As horrific as it is to contemplate, isn’t it
frighteningly logical that corporate-military interests,
having a desire to control certain oil-rich
or strategic areas of Central Asia and the Middle East,
created a traumatic “psychological operation”
designed to enlist our support for invading
sovereign nations halfway around the world?
Publicly available documents reveal there were
high-level calls for “a new Pearl Harbour”
to give the USA an all-purpose excuse
to invade countries at will, starting with those
crucial to controlling the world’s remaining oil supplies.

“THE WAR ON TERROR”
See through the myth

canadianactionparty.ca
Ask your candidate:
Do you believe we should be formulating
domestic and foreign policy on the basis of the
highly suspect US government story
of 9/11 or should we demand
a new and open investigation?

They have all accepted the completely unproven
“official story” of 9/11 as a pretext
for a sweeping attack on our civil liberties.
They are all complicitly silent
as bureaucratic, military and corporate players
use the same 9/11 pretext
to surrender the last shreds of our sovereignty
to US military and corporate interests.
Also silent about the real truth
is the mainstream media.
Instead we get distractions like
Quebec as a meaningless nation within a nation,
as our own nation quietly surrenders to that status
within a corporately-created North American Union.
In a world of secret deals,
the most important information is
that which must never be mentioned in the news.

Leave the flock.

canadianactionparty.ca
Ask your candidate:
What is the deepest secret that is
being withheld from the Canadian public?

Connie Fogal, Leader

Canadian Action Party / Parti Action Canadienne
Constance (Connie) Fogal, B.A., B.Ed., M.A., LL.B.
A lawyer and former teacher, Connie was educated at the
University of Saskatchewan, University of Toronto, and
University of British Columbia. The widow of long-time
Vancouver city councillor and champion of the people,
Harry Rankin, Connie has lived her own life of dedication
to Canadian social ideals as well as playing a supportive
role to her husband’s progressive voice for 27 years.
Connie has devoted all her adult life to political activism,
particularly opposing globalization in all its ramifications.
She has always opposed “free trade”, knowing the term to be
deceptive Orwellian doublespeak for “giving control of our
resources to global corporations”. She has consistently
called for the abrogation of the FTA, NAFTA, and the myriad
other agreements by which successive Liberal and
Conservative governments have already signed away
so much of our sovereignty.
Connie has always been a passionate defender of
Canadian sovereignty and civil liberties.
She is keenly aware of the connection between
corporate lust for power and
planetary environmental destruction.
She is outspoken about repressive anti-terrorist laws that
have repealed centuries of hard-won freedoms.
And she is distressed that Canadians are now being sent to
distant lands to march in-step with the US war machine.

The Canadian Action Party is dedicated to
the sovereignty of Canada
and of each of its citizens,
to the protection of the Earth,
and to the establishment of
a just and sustainable system of economics
based on public money creation.
Send YOUR CAP Candidate
to Parliament!
authorized by Kevin Peck Chief Agent Canadian Action Party

The 5 interconnecting pillars in the CAP platform

We are told we must arm
our children and send them
Monetary Control
to foreign lands to export Use of the Bank of Canada for and by Canadian citizens to
”freedom & democracy”. “CAP” and then eliminate the debt. Maintain our own currency.
We are not told that,
No to the “Amero”
in the process,
democracy at home has
Sovereignty
been quietly dismantled.
Power over our own decisions:
abrogate NAFTA, the SPP and the NAU
(North American Union)
Restore independent Canadian policy and control of
environment, money, national defence, immigration, justice,
finance, border control, transportation, foreign affairs, health.

Democracy, Civil Liberties
and Human Rights

Revoke the anti-terrorist legislation brought in under
false pretenses. End the criminalization of dissent.
End Canada’s aggression and complicity in a war economy.

Parliamentary Reform

Establish rule by the people
people.. Implement a Swiss style of
Direct Democracy: a binding Citizens’ Veto by Referendum
of any legislation that arouses sufficient public opposition.
Stop politicians from saying one thing and doing the opposite!

Energy Freedom

Research and fund & develop existing alternative technologies that
can free us from dependence on fossil fuels.
Energy for Peace NOT War!!!
Demand a Moratorium on the use of Dep
Depleted Uranium
m (DU)

VOTE to end
secret and illegal agreements
that betray our country
and destroy the environment

VOTE CAP

VOTE CAP
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